
A second topic 0111"	 w	 II_ has to do

with the notion of being. No doubt, you will agree that

there is one and only one ens per essentiam, being by essence,

that it is not an immediate object of our knowledge in this

life, that the only immediate objects of our present knowledge

are igatta entia per participationem, beings by participation.

It follows that we do not know being directly by abstracting

its essence, quiddity, nature, form, species; for if

from a horse I abstract essence, what I abstract is the

essence not of s being but of "hors if from a man I abstract

essence, what I abstract is the essence not of'beinebut of

'marl; and the same holds for every other being by participationis

it cannot yield us knowledge of the essence of being because

it does not possess the essence of being. Further, since

what is true of essence, is equally true of quiddity, nature,

form, species, it follows that 	 the proper

object of our intellects in this lifeedt...3 L' Cb44

Obviously, this gives rise to a gatq!l3E) problem. If
otk\uujt-ZAL t,m,„0,06k

intellect is it 	obyyits capacity to grasp essence, quiddity,

form, species, nature, and if in this life we do not grasp

the essence, quiddity, form, species, nature of being, then

how can we have any intellectual notion, concept, or knowledge

of being. Indeed, to put the problem with the sharpness that



Now to the major premiss which I have been outlining

you may readily add a minor premiss and a conclusion. Since

ti
St. Thomas wrote there has occurred a vast development in

0..,k4rAti" man's understanding of the whole material universe. Therefore,
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iew.. there is possible a complementary development in our understanding
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4V"' (1) of understanding itself, (2) of our power to understand,

and (3) of the ontological causes correlative to our power

to understand.

My investigations of this contemporary possibility have

run on three distinct lines. First, on the historical side,

in my Verbum articles in Theological Studies, 1946-49, I

investigated Anuinas t doctrine on intellect with special

attention to his trinitarian theory. Secondly, in Insight 

I proceeded from the objects of contemporary mathematics, 4

of natural kg-Saasel,-anA/G4 human science to an account of

human understanding and of the correlative metaphysics.
1
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as subsistence, the unicum esse of Christ, the divine subject

of His human consciousness, and Trinitarian theory in Latix

 4e,  De Constitutione Christi Ontologica et Psychologica

and Div1narum	 sonarum conceptio analogica .

(subals.'teACIL,---442 127,,, tati

Thirdly, while Insight is restricted to a cognitional viewpoint,
4-er'S

I have worked out from an ontological viewpoint such questions



understand fig of

Indeed, not only is there no incompatibility; there is

interdependence, and the interdependence is universal. We

cannot assign ontological causes without having cognitional

reasons for assigning them; nor can we have cognitional reasons
corresponding

without assigning themntological causes. Moreover, this

interdependence is not limited to knowledge of our own souls;

from the nature of the case it is universal. . „:2>

Thus, many of you, I believe, maintain that torixtotis

St. Thomas added existence, the actus essendi, to Aristotle's

ontological causes; but those that affirm existence as a

distinct ontological cause, ttt also point to the judgement

of existence as a distinct cognitional reason. Similarly,

Aristotle affirmed matter OK and form as ontological causes;

but Aristotle did not affirm these ontological causes without

having cognitional reasons, namely, sense and insight into

phantasm. Finally, as is obvious, development begins from

the cognitional reasons: what began with Aristotle, was not

form but knowledge of form; what began with ic Aquinas, was not
...i

existence but knowledge of existence.

The app4cation to the book, I	 ht , is tra parent.

2 Acts ar known by th- r objects. But since S . Thomas wrote,

there as been a v t develo 	 t in our k

erial objec	 Tileref	 on Thomis principles,	 ere is

corresp ding developli , nt in our u erstandlng

of und -standing self. Moreov	 since thy/cognitional

and he ontolo ical are inte ependent, a/development/Of

our unders nding of und standing id olves a development

xmtxmxty in our grasp not only of cognition/reasons but

--IA also of ontological causes.



Further, I am not just arguing from a stray sentence.

It is Aristotleian and Thomist doctrine

knowledge of gelocp5AN objects precedes knowledge of acts,

knowledge of acts precedes knowledge of potencies, knowledge

of potencies precedes knowledge of the essence of the soul.

Nor does contemporary Scholasticism N ...as* adopt a different

method. It appeals to the potèncy, intellect, to distinguish

the human soul from the brute. It knows the potency, intellect,

only through prior knowledge, if not of the act of understanding,
4.ortee
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Further, this clear—cut instance of the primacy of

the cognitional fits in with a larger doctrine. For there is

a standard Aristotelian%0 and Thomist distinction between

what is first cuoad se and what is first quoad nos. If one

asks for ontological causes, then the essence of the soul

grounds the potencies, the potencies ground the acts, and

the acts ground knowledge of objects. But if one asks for

cognitional reasons, the order is inverted: knowledge of

objects grounds knowledge of acts, knowledFe of acts grounds

knowledge of potencies, knowledge of potencies grounds

knowledge of the essence of the soul.

It appears, then, that there is no incompatibility

between the primacy of the ontological and the primacy of
both

the cognitional. One and the same view ofmimandla metaphysics

and cognitional theory can be expressed in two manners.

If the aim is to assign the ontological causes then, of course,

one must begin with the metaphysics. If the aim is to assign

cognitional reasons, then one must begin with cognitional theory.

at least of the



The most shocking aspect of the book, Insight, is its

the primacy it accords knowledge. In the writings of St. Thomas,

cognitional theory is expressed in metaphysical terms and

established by metaphysical principles. In Insight, metaphysics

is expressed in cognitional terms and established by cognitional

principles. The reversallrcomplete. If Aquinas had things

right side up -- and that is difficult to d4eny -- then I have

turned everything upside down.

In attentuatio	 I should like to urge
turns

that even Aquinas occasionallvutx things upside down. He

wrote:tAgt

a
Anima human intelligit Uriampott se ipsam per suum

intelligere, quod est actus proprius eius, perfecte demon-
3m.

strans virtutem eius et naturam. Sum. theol., I, q. 88, a. 2 ad 0

This I should be inclined to translate,

The human soul understands itself through its under-

standing, which is its proper act, perfectly demonstrating

its power and its nature.

But however the passage is translated, it is clear that a

psychological act named intelligere is the basis of a perfect

demonstration of the nature and the power of the human soul.
11.4.ert.'t4p..

Now power and nature are metaphysical tAmum. To demonstrate Ka---

perfectly involves

one in a long list of metaphysical theorems. Yet we have

Aquinas' own word for it,that skH,..is a perfect demonstration
31 tudta.ex-y,:cca...	 u.4.4	 4.44.

may be derived from a woudixs consideration of

the proper act of the human soul.

t



you, he asked me to speak on my book, Insight.

Insight: Preface to a Discussion

When the Reverend President of the American Catholic

Philosophical Association so generously invited me to address

Since then,	 I have had to drop
A to my deep regret tapoth my original hopes to be present at

d6 well,
this meeting and,Ratkxttam, my original plans to correlate

personal development with philosophic differences. I must

be content to provide a preface for a discussion, and to

this end I have selected three immix' questions that my

book seems to have raised, namely, the primacy of the
4W0.16:AL

cognitional, the notion of being,and knowledge of concrete,

actual existence.
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